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How to Build the Ultimate Scalable, 
Saleable Tax Practice

Sharrin Fuller, Glass Wallet Ventures
Eric L. Green, Tax Rep Network
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► Sharrin Fuller is the CEO and founder of Glass Wallet and is a managing 
partner in multiple accounting and financial services businesses including 
A Simple Office Solution.

► She is a prominent thought leader and speaker in the accounting and 
bookkeeping profession. She specializes in consulting on business 
strategy, human capital optimization, partnerships, and 
entrepreneurship.

► After successfully starting, scaling, and selling her accounting and 
bookkeeping practice, Sharrin developed the Remote Firm Scaling 
System and Remote Team Roadmap to help accounting firms position 
themselves for growth and eventual acquisition with maximum 
productivity from their teams.

► In business since 2006, Sharrin has also created major partnerships with 
payroll, timekeeping, and benefits companies. She is an ADP Advisory 
Board Member and has consulted with many accounting and 
bookkeeping practices to help them maximize their financial, operational 
and human resources.

Sharrin Fuller
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► Managing partner in Green & Sklarz LLC, a boutique tax firm 
with offices in Connecticut and New York.  

► Focus is civil and criminal taxpayer representation before the 
Department of Justice Tax Division, Internal Revenue Service 
and state Departments of Revenue Services.  

► Has served as a columnist for CCH’s Journal of Practice & 
Procedure. 

► Attorney Green is the past Chair of the Executive Committee 
of the Connecticut Bar Association’s Tax Section.  

► Eric is a Fellow of the American College of Tax Counsel 
(“ACTC”). 

Eric Green, Esq.
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• Eric is the host of the weekly Tax Rep Network 
Podcast

• Eric is the founder of Tax Rep Network, an online 
community designed to help tax professionals 
build their IRS Representation Practice

• He is the author of the Accountant’s Guides in IRS 
Representation

• Partnered with UConn and creator of the IRS 
Representation Certificate Program

• Creator of the Tax Rep App

Eric Green, Esq.
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Want the Newest Guides?

•228 pages of sample 
letters and forms

•https://TGPublish.com
•Use FLASH20 and save 
20%
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 Friday 7/15: Creating the Ultimate Scalable, Saleable Tax Practice, with 
Sharrin Fuller: https://taxrepllc.com/program-20220715-create/

 7/25 – 7/28: the NATP’s Taxposium: https://www.taxposium.com/

 8/4: The Ultimate 6-Hour Offer-in-Compromise Workshop: 
https://taxrepllc.com/program-20220804-offers/

 8/11: The Innocent Spouse Workshop: https://taxrepllc.com/program-
20220811-innocent-spouse/

 8/25: The Tax Penalty Workshop: https://taxrepllc.com/program-20220825-
penalties/

Upcoming Events
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 The Miami Mini Conference – 9/19/2022, $99 early bird, in-person or virtual, 
https://taxrepllc.com/program-20220919-miami-conference/

Upcoming Event: Miami Mini Conference
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 Agenda is set

 Speakers Committing

 11/17 & 11/18

 11/19 is the Tax Rep Breakfast

 Early Bird is on: 
https://irsrepconference.com

News: 9th Annual NE IRS Rep Conference
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 Tax Preparation service line is ready!

 What it does

 Same App with the rep lines

 https://rapidfunnel.com/getting-
started/tax-rep-network/

The App
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The App
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 We will give you the money you spent on 
this workshop back…

 Join Tax Rep by Monday 7/18 as an 
annual member for only $2,995 ($569 
savings over the regular $3,564)

 https://taxrepllc.com/annual

 Use code TRNTAX22

Not a Tax Rep Member?
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► Monthly challenge 

► Let’s add that extra $100,000 
to this year’s bottom line!

► TRN Members only

Join the $100,000 Challenge!
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► 16 attendance polls

► Just answer the polls

► 10 Minute Coffee Break at 
top of each hour

Housekeeping
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► The new practice

► The existing Practice

► The future practice

► Scaling the practice

► Selling the practice

Agenda
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►That’s not how 
we do things….!

Biggest Issue with Owners looking to Scale/Sell
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► You MUST change your mindset

► COVID has created opportunity as 
well

► Clients have been retrained…

First and Foremost…

15
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► Eric is in his office, as usual
► Brent calls
► Whats wrong?

The phone rings on a Saturday…

18

Day?

Week?

Month?

Year?

Location?

What do you want your practice to look like?
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► Technical Tax Rep and tax Prep

► Why?

► Want ce/cpe?

Now I am going to be covering
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► Client called

► Consult set-up, bring a check

► Sit with them for an hour give them my thoughts

► Give clients my list of items

► Send retainer agreement and POA

► Wait for it to come back

► Client sends in docs in drips and drabs

How did our Tax Rep practice work for years?

19
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► Call IRS to get a hold

► Still don’t have everything

► $2,500 retainer is spent before we 
actually file anything

► Request more money 

► Try and extend the hold

► Client is ignoring us, and staff 
develops a drinking problem

How did our Tax Rep practice work for years?
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► I explain all this and he says:

►“Dude You’re an Idiot, you 
can automate all of this!”

Andrew Lasise on Tech4Accountants Podcast

21
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► Added on Clio Grow (CRM)

► Automated our retainer agreements

► Created an auto link to SmartVault (Upload Documents)

► Created a Paylink (pay by ACH or Credit Card)

► POA sent electronically

► NOTHING HAPPENS UNTIL EVERYTHING IS UPLOADED!

We Used What We Had
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► Everything uploaded into SmartVault by folder

► When its there:

► Nicole electronically submit the POA through the IRS portal

► Inputs everything to Tax Help Software

► Alerts me or Amanda when its ready to review

► Sets up the consult with the client

Now?
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► Time saved: average of 30 minutes/file

► I open 5 - 10 new client files/week

► $2,500 per consult with analysis

► 2.5 - 5 hours saved per week

► Average billings per file through consult: 
$1,300

► Profit: $1,200 per file x 10 per 
week…$12,000 a week, or $500,000 a 
year!

Now?
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► What would I do?

► Plan to be remote – future plagues, I like warm 
weather, my kids may not live in CT, etc

► Plan to automate and make it scalable

► Plan for the future sale when you begin, not when 
you get sick in January in 30 years and MUST to 
sell

► If it can be run from anywhere, by anyone, and its 
scalable, its SALEABLE!

The New Practice 

25
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► Bootstrap 

► Run Lean

► Automate Everything Your Can

► Clients can meet you remotely via Zoom/Teams

► Price appropriately – being cheap brings cheap, 
lousy clients

► Remember – you train your clients what to 
expect

What to do I laid out in my book

28

► Goal is remote

► Goal is profitable

► Goal is to do work you like

► Goal is work with whom you want

For the Tax Rep Practice
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► Bookkeeping

► Forensic accounting

► Tax Return Prep

► Offers-in-Compromise

► Installment Agreements

► Having clients deemed uncollectible

► Transcript analysis

The Tax Rep Practice: Services

► Penalty abatement

► Innocent spouse relief

► Challenging assessed taxes

► IRS Exams

► Appeals

► Resolving Payroll Tax Issues

► Criminal Tax Cases

30

► Office?  Try a Virtual Office (Regus, etc)

► Phone System?  Go IP or wireless (cell)

► Equipment? Can be leased

► Research library?  Can be added as needed

The Tax Rep Practice: Services

29
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1. Build Your Skills

2. Market Yourself, Your Brand and Your Business

3. Set goals

4. Smash them 

5. Repeat

What you do

32

One Brick at a Time!

How do you build a pyramid?

31
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► Huh?  Yeah, that’s right…..start marketing

► Need cash flow

► You have us backing you up

Step #1: Start Marketing

34

► Payroll taxes make up over 70% of all revenue collected by the US 
Government

► Hot button issue for the IRS – double whammy if not collected

► They have been pressing this issue for years

► Criminal referrals on payroll tax cases are up 1,500% since 2010

So what’s hot?  Payroll Taxes!
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► Taxes go unpaid

► RO pursues the company

► If not paid quickly, then TFRP investigation

So what’s hot?  Payroll Taxes!

36

► Responsible people assessed Trust Fund 
Recovery Penalty (TFRP)

► Responsible for finances and willfully 
failed to see that the Trust Taxes were 
accounted for and paid over

► Trust taxes are the amounts withheld 
from the employee’s pay

IRC 6672

35
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► IRS Announcement at AccountingWeb 
Summit

► ROs will now trace the money during the 
TFRP investigation

► If went to the owner or spent for their 
benefit, will pull the 1040 returns

► If not picked up as income either Criminal 
Referral or civil assessment plus 75% civil 
fraud penalty

So what’s hot?  Payroll taxes!
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► More than 10 million of them already identified

► TIGTA Report – May 29, 2020

► IRS is planning enforcement sweeps this summer

What Else is hot?  Non-Filers

37
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► Tax Returns filed: last 6 years for IRS (Policy Statement 5-133) 

► For the States?  Look at their Voluntary Disclosure programs

► MFS vs MFJ?

► Community Property State vs Separate Property State?

► Do we need to go shopping?

► What’s the End Game?  Then engineer backwards

Key to Non-Filers?  Tax Compliance

40

► Payroll tax cases - $15,500

► Non-Filer cases: $17,200

► Why?  

► Non-Filers: Returns, compliance, then resolve federal and state issues

► Payroll Tax Cases: deal with company, deal with responsible individuals, 
shutdown of the company?  Clear assets from the lien? 

Per the 2019 TRN Survey

39
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► Train up while the marketing is ongoing

► Blogging, newsletters and speaking all 
accomplish BOTH

► Case comes in, get the retainer, and then get to 
work

► Do not know what to do?  Help Desk!

So start marketing

42

► Scalable!

► Process, process, process

► Automate everything that can be automated

To be profitable and saleable, it must be…

41
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► Call or email comes in for help

► Its routed to my assistant Nicole

► Who, what, how much, years?

► Circulates it to the group: do we want this or not?

How do we do this?
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► If we want the case she arranges the consult

► $750 for a technical call

► $1,500 for transcript analysis

► $2,500 for collection analysis

► Retainer agreement, checklist of documents, IRS 2848, pay link and 
Smartvault link are all sent to client in advance

► Nothing starts until everything is in!

How do we do this?

43
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► Avoids wasting time with tire kickers

► Extremely profitable

► Necessary to know what the game plan is 
for the client

► Close virtually every client!

Why we handle it this way
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► Operations

► People Management

► Accounting/Bookkeeping

► Misc Taxes; Sales, Payroll, County/City

► CAS (Client Accounting/Advisory Services)

► Financial Planning, Budgeting & Forecasting

For the Tax/Accounting Practice

45
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► Automation
► Efficiency 
► Process/Procedure
► Scalability

Without AUTOMATION, you are not
efficient, without EFFICIENCY, you 
cannot create processes, and without a 
PROCESS/PROCEDURE, you will not scale. 
No SCALABILITY means no growth and no SALE.

Accounting: Operations

[webinar Title]

Accounting: Operations  **POLL QUESTION**

Do you currently use an online Project Management Tool?

1- Yes.  It is my life.

2- No.  I like to use sticky notes on my desk

3- I really want to, but I’m super overwhelmed.

47
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What can you Automate?

► Books/Data Entry
► Payroll & Payroll JE’s
► Sales Tax reporting & payables
► Accounts Payable
► Invoicing
► Contracts/Agreements
► Scheduling

Accounting: Operations- AUTOMATION

50

► KNOW your tools.
► Be a PRO with your tools
► DON’T ask your clients to use something you cannot use yourself
► DON’T use your clients to test out your knowledge

Accounting: Operations- Efficiency

49
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► Identify the Problem

► Pick the Low Hanging Fruit

► Tackle the Largest Challenge

► Document

► Train

► Repeat

Accounting: Operations- Process/Procedure

Method to my 
madness™

52

► TEMPLATES are your BFF
► Document EVERYTHING.  EVERYTHING. 

❑ Don't wait, do it now
► Keep your process up to date, don’t be afraid to make changes
► Make sure that everyone on your team is on the same page

Accounting: Operations- Process/Procedure
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► You can’t efficiently scale in chaos
► You can’t effectively lead in disarray

Before you do anything in your company, ask yourself-
IS THIS SCALEABLE?

► Internal Operations
► Client Process
► New Software

Don’t do things twice that could've been done correctly once

Accounting: Operations- Scalability
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► Know what you are looking for
► Understand the value of your team
► 3 Yeses when hiring
► Provide as much training as needed
► Don’t micromanage
► Set up KPIs/Measurable metrics
► Offer a Bonus/Incentive
► People leave people, not jobs

Accounting: People Management

53
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Know what you are looking for

► Know the role
► Know specifics of the job
► Identify what skills your team is lacking
► They need you as much as you need them, if not less
► Referrals are always better than cold leads CVs

Accounting: People Management
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► Understand the value of your team

Accounting: People Management

55
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3 Yeses when hiring

► Have 3 people interview
► All three MUST say ‘yes’
► A maybe is a ‘No’
► Try to get different levels of people interviewing

Accounting: People Management
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Provide as much training as needed

► Everyone learns/absorbs differently
► Have different training prepared
► Be patient!
► Identify what is a deal breaker before hiring

Accounting: People Management
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Don’t micromanage

► Trust your employees
► Support them
► Listen to them
► Have their back
► Empower them to grow and lead

Accounting: People Management
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Set up KPIs/Measurable metrics

► People like to have expectations laid out
► Create KPIs per role
► Layer KPIs based on teams
► KPIs should always be measurable
► Make sure everyone is understanding of the deliverables

Accounting: People Management
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Offer a Bonus/Incentive

► Start at a decent wage
► Offer increases with Bonuses
► Quarterly is better than Annually
► Every employee wants a holiday bonus
► Perks are fun, but a ping pong table 

wont keep a unhappy employee

Accounting: People Management
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People leave people, not jobs

► 75% of workers leave because of their boss
► Top reasons why people leave

❑ Inflexible work environment
❑ Lack of respect for personal time
❑ Showing no interest in development
❑ Not caring about them as a human
❑ Lack of integrity from upper management
❑ Lack of trust in them/micromanaging

Accounting: People Management

61
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► Choose your software
► Select your Chart of Accounts
► Utilize all functions of your software
► Assign correct tasks to your team
► Automate any piece you can

Accounting: Accounting/Bookkeeping

64

Choose your software

► In order to be efficient, stick to ONE accounting platform
► Ensure your team is all certified in that platform
► Do not take on clients that are unwilling to move
► Select a software that can scale with your clients
► Aim for a cloud based platform
► Don’t hold your clients books hostage

Accounting: Accounting/Bookkeeping

63
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Select your Chart of Accounts

► Create a COA that is unique to your firm
► Use that COA for all of your clients
► Ensure it is presentable in financials
► ALWAYS number your COA
► Add in R&D and COGS only when needed

Accounting: Accounting/Bookkeeping
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Utilize all functions of your software

► Get your ROI out of your software
► Become certified
► Take any training available
► Assign a team member to each software

to be the lead

Accounting: Accounting/Bookkeeping

65
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Assign correct tasks to your team

► Interns handle coding
► Accountants handle journal entries
► Seniors review and handle high level
► Find out your teams strengths and weaknesses
► Assigning tasks that others are not great at is 

demotivating
► Know what your team LOVES about their jobs

Accounting: Accounting/Bookkeeping
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Automate any piece you can

► Accounting- Rules
► Email reminders- Project management
► Filings- Tax, annual filings (via RA’s)
► Tasks- Recurring Templates
► Invoicing
► Payroll/Payroll Journal Entries
► Payables/Bills

Accounting: Accounting/Bookkeeping
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► Automate/Software 
► Utilize Software with resources (ADP, SHRM)
► Utilize Payroll Software- Don’t file in house
► Research County & City filings and deadlines

Accounting: Misc Taxes; Sales, Payroll, 
County/City

70

Automate/Software

► Sales Tax- Taxjar/Avalara

► Annual Filing- Use a Registered Agent

Accounting: Misc Taxes; Sales, Payroll, 
County/City
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Utilize Software with resources (ADP, SHRM)

► Sign up for a HR platform
► ADP also has FREE HR data in Accountant Connect
► Stay on top of important laws and changes 

with continuing education
► Become that ‘go to’ expert in your clients needs

Accounting: Misc Taxes; Sales, Payroll, 
County/City

72

Utilize Payroll Software

► Filing in house is costly
► Fines are more than a year of payroll
► Most payroll companies offer wholesale pricing
► You can add your clients and manage in house or add

them and let them handle
► Having clients on your portal allows you to 

maintain access to records.

Accounting: Misc Taxes; Sales, Payroll, 
County/City

71
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Research County & City filings and deadlines

► Be the expert in your clients jurisdiction
► Keep a list of your clients cities/states so you can 

receive notices on important issues
► Always be the one to notify your clients of new issues

before they notify you
► High Maintenance states; CA, WA, NY

Accounting: Misc Taxes; Sales, Payroll, 
County/City

74

► Know your client/industry
► Fake it till you make it
► Listen, Listen, Listen
► Utilize KPIs/Metrics
► Develop the Relationship

Accounting: CAS (Client Accounting/Advisory Services)

73
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Know your client/industry

► BE.  THE.  EXPERT.
► DO.  YOUR.  RESEARCH.
► Don’t take something on if you are 

unwilling to be an expert in the area

Accounting: CAS (Client Accounting/Advisory Services)
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Fake it till you make it

► It’s ok if you don’t know everything right away
► Google is your friend
► Lead your conversations/meetings so you are prepared
► Know enough to carry a conversation
► Take notes and follow up

Accounting: CAS (Client Accounting/Advisory Services)

75
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Listen, Listen, Listen

► YOU are the trusted Advisor
► Modify your advisory to what the client needs while

maintaining structure
► HEAR what your client is asking for
► Under promise & over deliver
► Make sure your clients have homework too

Accounting: CAS (Client Accounting/Advisory Services)
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Utilize KPIs/Metrics

► Advisory is not easy to measure
► Use KPIs for you and your client to 

measure your success
► You will want metrics so you can use 

them to land future advisory clients

Accounting: CAS (Client Accounting/Advisory Services)

77
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Develop the Relationship

► Clients stay because of relationships
► They leave when they feel abandoned
► There are thousands of firms that offer CAS, 

you can be the reason they stay at yours
► Even if you have to hand off the relationship to

a colleague, they will still stay loyal to you as long 
as the colleague is also personable.

Accounting: CAS (Client Accounting/Advisory Services)
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► Get out of your spreadsheets
► Know your clients business
► Offer different levels of Forecasting
► Explain the difference between a Budget and a Forecast

Accounting: Financial Planning, Budgeting & Forecasting

79
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Get out of your spreadsheets

► Your spreadsheets are NOT the future
► They do not scale
► They have too much room for error
► You are emotionally attached to your spreadsheets
► Find a cloud based solution that requires no DE

Accounting: Financial Planning, Budgeting & Forecasting
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Know your clients business

► Third slides a charm
► We talked about this already
► It is still VERY important
► Don’t fake this

Accounting: Financial Planning, Budgeting & Forecasting
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Offer different levels of Forecasting

► Two types of clients
❑ Ones that want you to manage this
❑ Ones that want to do it themselves then come to 

You to fix all of their mistakes
► Be prepared for both
► Software should be one time & ongoing

Accounting: Financial Planning, Budgeting & Forecasting
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Explain the difference between a Budget and a Forecast

► Budget is Final.  Clients need to know that
► Forecast can be moveable and adjust as

things change
► Help them understand the difference and

achieve their goals

Accounting: Financial Planning, Budgeting & Forecasting
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[webinar Title]

Accounting: Operations  **POLL QUESTION**

Are you thinking about selling your practice in the next 3-5 years?

1- Yes.  Get me out of this craziness!

2- No.  I prefer chaos.

3- Maybe.  I could be convinced

86

► Due Diligence
► Revenue
► Assets- what is up for sale?
► What about you?
► Get it in writing
► Expect the worst

Are you Saleable?

85
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[webinar Title]

Accounting: Operations  **POLL QUESTION**

When do you think you should start preparing for a sell?

1- 2 years prior

2- 1 year prior

3- ASAP

88

Due Diligence

► Have your books clean
► Don’t try to ‘hide’ anything
► Be honest
► Make sure all of your contracts are signed
► Be prepared to spend an ample amount

of time on Due Diligence
► Don’t take offense to questions

Are you Saleable?
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Revenue

► Do you even make enough to be purchased?
► Typically you will receive 1.2 to 1.5 multipliers on your

annual revenue
► Your contracts should be annual.  The longer the

contract the higher the payout
► What do you need to cash out?  

Are you Saleable?
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Assets- what is up for sale?

► Your Intellectual Property/ideas
► Your process
► Your website/logo/content
► Your physical assets
► Your patents/trademarks
► PEOPLE ARE NOT FOR SALE.  REPEAT THAT.

Are you Saleable?
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What about you?

► You will want to stay on because you are attached
► Just Don't
► Have an exit strategy
► This WILL be emotional, even if you think it won’t
► The honeymoon period is about 2 weeks, then you are

stuck watching someone else run your business
► Your exit strategy is- 6 months, as a contractor, 

with deliverables

Are you Saleable?
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Get it in writing

► Don’t trust anyone.  No one.  Not even your lawyer.  CYA.
► If it is not in writing it won’t happen
► If you don’t agree, don’t sign
► Keep a list of ‘wants’ and make sure you review with

your attorney that they are in the agreement

Are you Saleable?
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Expect the worst

► Big corporations don’t care.  You are a number.
► Once the ink is dry, people start looking for loopholes
► When that ‘honeymoon’ is over, you’ll be grasping at

that agreement for life
► Make sure the money is worth your goals and needs to

Walk away.  
► When the ink is dry, there is no saving anything 

Are you Saleable?

[webinar Title]

Accounting: Operations  **POLL QUESTION**

Are you interested in groups/coaching in scaling & selling your firm?

1- Yes.  Heeeeeelllpppp me

2- No.  I am brilliant on my own

3- I could be, tell me more…..

93
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BOLD LEADERSHIP BEYOND AMBITION

The Glass Wallet Golden Circle Member Program, Scaleable to Saleable, 
is led by CEO, Sharrin Fuller. 

In these exclusive sessions, Sharrin will provide the proven pathway to planning, building, 
operating, and selling (if this is the ultimate goal) a business in any market.

Glass Wallet Ventures Golden Circle Member Program: 
Scaleable to Saleable

96

BOLD LEADERSHIP BEYOND AMBITION

You choose the timing and intensity, Glass Wallet Ventures will provide all the tools to ensure your 
business is 100% scalable, and ready for sale (if that is your journey). 

In each member level we will use the eight Glass Wallet Golden Circle Management Principles to 
help you start, scale, and seamlessly sell your business.

Four Member Levels to Transform Your Entrepreneurial Skills 
from Fundamental to Phenomenal
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BOLD LEADERSHIP BEYOND AMBITION

TRN Workshop attendees ONLY

https://calendly.com/sharrinfuller/trn

30 minute coaching session to talk through key points of your business and offer high level 
suggestions on how to move forward

Normally $250, only $100 with code TRNUSSW (through 08/18/2023)

Want the Newest Guides?

•228 pages of sample 
letters and forms

•https://TGPublish.com
•Use FLASH20 and save 
20%
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 Friday 7/15: Creating the Ultimate Scalable, Saleable Tax Practice, with 
Sharrin Fuller: https://taxrepllc.com/program-20220715-create/

 7/25 – 7/28: the NATP’s Taxposium: https://www.taxposium.com/

 8/4: The Ultimate 6-Hour Offer-in-Compromise Workshop: 
https://taxrepllc.com/program-20220804-offers/

 8/11: The Innocent Spouse Workshop: https://taxrepllc.com/program-
20220811-innocent-spouse/

 8/25: The Tax Penalty Workshop: https://taxrepllc.com/program-20220825-
penalties/

Upcoming Events
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 The Miami Mini Conference – 9/19/2022, $99 early bird, in-person or virtual, 
https://taxrepllc.com/program-20220919-miami-conference/

Upcoming Event: Miami Mini Conference
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 Agenda is set

 Speakers Committing

 11/17 & 11/18

 11/19 is the Tax Rep Breakfast

 Early Bird is on: 
https://irsrepconference.com

News: 9th Annual NE IRS Rep Conference
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 Tax Preparation service line is ready!

 What it does

 Same App with the rep lines

 https://rapidfunnel.com/getting-
started/tax-rep-network/

The App
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The App
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 We will give you the money you spent 
on this workshop back…

 Join Tax Rep by Monday 7/18 as an 
annual member for only $2,995 ($569 
savings over the regular $3,564)

 https://taxrepllc.com/annual

 Use code TRNTAX22

Not a Tax Rep Member?
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